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Abstract Because of the role of Z-mode emission in the diffusive scattering and resonant acceleration of
electrons, we conduct a survey of intensity in the Saturn inner magnetosphere. Zmode is primarily observed
as “5 kHz” narrowband emission in the lower density regions where the ratio of cyclotron to plasma
frequency, fc/fp> 1 to which we limit this study. This occurs at Saturn along the inner edge of the Enceladus
torus near the equator and at higher latitudes. We present profiles and parametric fits of intensity as a
function of frequency, radius, latitude, and local time. The magnetic field intensity levels are lower than
chorus, but the electric field intensities are comparable. We conclude that Z-mode wave-particle interactions may
make a significant contribution to electron acceleration in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn, supplementing
acceleration produced by chorus emission.

1. Introduction

Z mode is electromagnetic emission that lies in the frequency range fz< f< fuhr, where f z ¼ �f c=2

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f c=2ð Þ2 þ f 2p

q
(cutoff frequency) and f uhr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2c þ f 2p

q
(upper hybrid resonance), where fc and fp are the

cyclotron and plasma frequencies, respectively. Z mode can occur at higher frequencies than whistler
mode chorus emission, and both emissions have a cyclotron resonance [Benson et al., 2006]. Z mode is
known to be an important contributor to pitch angle, energy, and momentum diffusive scattering of
electrons [cf. Horne and Thorne, 1998; Glauert and Horne, 2005; Albert, 2007; Xiao et al., 2012]. Recently,
Gu et al. [2013] computed the bounce-averaged diffusion coefficients for Z-mode emission observed
near the inner edge of the Enceladus plasma torus. These authors found that Z mode observed near
5 kHz can cause resonant scattering of electrons from a few MeV to tens of MeV. At Saturn, Z-mode
emission is often observed as a component of narrowband (NB) emission if it occurs for f< fc, especially
when fp/fc< 1 [Farrell et al., 2005; Ye et al., 2010]. Narrowband emission at Saturn is typically observed as
“5 kHz” and “20 kHz” bands [Ye et al., 2009]. Both the 5 kHz and the 20 kHz bands are observed as left-
hand ordinary mode when observed at r ≳ 7 Rs [Ye et al., 2009], but can be a mixture of ordinary (O) and
Z mode in the region inside the Enceladus torus [Ye et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2013]. The 5 kHz NB emission
in this region appears to be dominantly Z mode.

Following up on an earlier study of whistler mode chorus and Z-mode emission at Jupiter and Saturn [Menietti
et al., 2012], and a more comprehensive survey of chorus at Saturn [Menietti et al., 2014] in this paper we
survey the Z-mode intensities near 5 kHz in the region inside the inner edge of the Enceladus torus both
near the equator and at higher latitudes. Due to the more complex nature of the emissions at higher
frequency (20 kHz NB emission), we have not included them in this survey. The 5 kHz NB emission is
generally more intense than 20 kHz NB emission. We provide parametric fits of the Z-mode intensity as
function of frequency, radius, latitude, and local time in the Saturn magnetosphere. The results are
valuable for diffusive as well as nonlinear studies of Z-mode resonant interactions with electrons at Saturn.

2. Observational Examples

In Figure 1 we show an example of NB emission observed by the Cassini radio and plasma wave instrument
(RPWS) near and inside the Enceladus torus in both the 5 kHz and 20 kHz bands. As stated in Persoon et al.
[2013], the Enceladus plasma torus has a broad density peak in the range 4 to 5 Rs. From this peak the
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radial density profile falls off both inward (r4.0) and outward (r�4.8) and the density decreases in latitude with a
scale height dependence within about 8° latitude (see Figure 4 and equations (1) and (2) of Persoon et al.
[2013]. The Cassini spacecraft is in a high-inclination orbit at this time and traverses the equator from
southern to northern latitudes on 2009/223, near 13:00, having approached to within 3 Rs of Saturn. In
Figure 1 moderate to strong electric field intensity 5 kHz emission is seen in a band from ~5 kHz to ~7 kHz
at 08:25< t<~11:00, with the most intense emission seen in the time interval ~11:00 to ~12:15 with an
expanded bandwidth ~3 kHz to ~6 kHz. At higher latitudes the density falls off rapidly outside the
Enceladus torus. Throughout the observation of the 5 kHz Z-mode emission, f< fc and fp/fc< 1. Data from
the Langmuir Probe (a Cassini instrument described later) are available for the time interval t< 10:56,
where the measured electron density ne< 1 cm�3, fp< 8 kHz. We plot the lower frequency cutoff, fz, with
the symbol, “x” in Figure 1. The values of fp obtained from the Langmuir Probe data drop below 2 kHz after
~10:40. The last points shown in asterisks indicate fz obtained from the model electron density, which we
must use after 10:56. These values range from ~0.3 cm�3 to ~1.3 cm�3 (fz~ 3.3 kHz) for the time interval
10:56< t< 11:39, after which it increases rapidly up to ~8 cm�3 (fz~ 15.8 kHz) near 12:10. The density
measurements of the model are statistical and may not represent the actual densities at the time of the
measurement, but if correct, indicate that the emissions are not Z mode for t>~11:49 and may be
primarily electrostatic. The emission above 10 kHz (20 kHz NB) is generally less intense and not as bursty
and is often seen to traverse the cyclotron frequency (white line), indicating a significant component of
ordinary (O) mode, because Z-mode emission cannot propagate at f> fuh ~ fc (for fp≪ fc). The magnetic
search coils on the Cassini instrument have a relatively high noise level, and the magnetic component of the
Z-mode emission is seldom observed [cf. Ye et al., 2010]. For this particular example, there is a weak
magnetic signal from ~11:00 to ~12:00 in the frequency range ~4 kHz< f≲ 5 kHz. Because of these typically
weak or missing magnetic components, our study utilizes the electric field observations of Z mode. It is

Figure 1. Frequency-time spectrogram of the electric field spectral density for a portion of day 223 of 2009. Moderate
to strong electric field intensity 5 kHz emission is seen in a band from ~5 kHz to ~7 kHz at 08:25< t ≲ 11:00, and most
intense emission seen in the time interval ~11:00 to ~12:15 with an expanded bandwidth ~3 kHz to ~6 kHz. The value of fz
determined from Langmuir Probe data is plotted as x, while the values determined from the density model are plotted with
“asterisk,” The emission above 10 kHz (20 kHz NB) is generally less intense and more diffuse. Here this emission is seen to
traverse the cyclotron frequency (white line), indicating a significant component of ordinary (O) mode, because Zmode
cannot propagate above ~fc (for fp/fc ≪ 1).
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important to point out that the Z-mode electric field intensity levels are comparable to the electric field
intensities of Saturn chorus emissions, even though the magnetic field intensities are much weaker.

In Figure 2 we show an example of Z-mode emission observed in 2008 days 231 and 232 while Cassini was in
another high-inclination orbit. We indicate the crossing of the equatorial dust plane in Figure 2. The Zmode is
observed near the inner edge of the torus at somewhat larger radial distances compared to Figure 1, but at
higher latitudes where the densities remain low and fp/fc< 1 and fz is always less than the lowest frequency of
the emission labeled as Zmode. For this pass, all densities were obtained from the Langmuir Probe data. The
5 kHz emission at higher latitudes is generally less intense than emissions nearer the equator.

3. Methodology

We have conducted a search of the Cassini radio and plasma wave instrument (RPWS) low rate data for 5 kHz
narrowband emission. We have avoided the 20 kHz NB emission in this study because it often contains a
mixture of ordinary (O) mode as well as Z mode when observed near the inner edge of the torus, whereas
the 5 kHz emission appears to be predominately Z mode. The morphology of the emission is typical of that
seen in Figures 1 and 2. For each episode of Z mode we record the frequency and time range.

The general scheme for conducting the Z-mode survey is similar to that used to conduct the survey of chorus
[cf.Menietti et al., 2014]. We introduce spatial bins in radial distance, local time (LT), and latitude (λ). Due to the
small magnetic field tilt relative to the spin axis at Saturn, we have equated the magnetic local time to the
local time. The survey of Saturn Z-mode emission differs from the survey of Saturn chorus, which was
sampled using a computer code subject to sampling constraints. Z-mode emission is not so easily
identified in this manner due to various mixing of Z-mode with O-mode emissions and the superposition
of electrostatic emissions. Z mode was identified by eye using its narrowband morphology and frequency
range. The time intervals of the Z-mode emission from spectrograms of the data were limited to orbits for
r< 8 Rs and that crossed the equator inside of L = 4.5. Wave polarization spectrograms were also analyzed
for each pass to provide supplementary information. To distinguish O mode we have made use of wave

Figure 2. Z-mode emission observed on 2008 days 231 and 232 while Cassini was in another high-inclination orbit. Here
the Z mode is observed near the inner edge of the torus at somewhat larger radial distances compared to Figure 1, but
at higher latitudes where the densities are low and fp/fc ≪ 1. The crossing of the equatorial dust plane is indicated.
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polarization as detected by the RPWS HFR instrument [Fischer et al., 2009; Ye et al., 2010], and we have
determined the electron density (as discussed above), since O mode cannot propagate below fp. The
polarization of Z mode for fp< fc and f> fp is right-handed (RH), while for f< fp, the polarization is left-
handed [Benson et al., 2006]. This property was observed at times confirming the Z-mode identification.
While some whistler mode emission was observed even for r< 4.5 Rs, it seldom extended in frequency
above 3 kHz, where virtually all the Z mode was observed. Whistler mode emission typically has a
broadband morphology, distinct from the narrowband Zmode, and whistler mode polarization is always RH.

We introduce βi= fi/fref, where fi is the center of the frequency bin, Δβi, and fref = 5 kHz. We let Δf=1kHz where
3 kHz< fi< 8 kHz and fi� fi� 1 =Δf, and Δβi = βi� βi� 1. There can be many frequency values within each Δβi at
each time step, Δτ. The wave intensities are proportional to PE= E

2(V2/m2). From the electric spectral density
measured in V2/(m2Hz) over a range of frequencies, we determine E2(βi) (measured in V2/m2), by integration
over the frequency channels within Δβi for a time step, Δτ (typically 1min). The sum of these integrations is
what we call PEi. The spacecraft position (r, λ, and LT) at each time step, Δτ, is always recorded. To obtain PE(β)
we calculate the mean value of PE within any chosen spatial bin (Δr, Δλ, and ΔLT) by averaging all PEi within
that spatial bin during the total integration time, Ttotal =

P
iΔτi. For a particular Δr, by calculating averages over

all values of LT, and all values of λ, we can fit PE(β) to a Gaussian of the form

PE βð Þ ¼ Po exp � β � βoð Þ2=w2
n o

; (1)

with fitting parameters Po, βo, and w (cf., Glauert and Horne [2005], Shprits et al. [2006], Glauert et al. [2014],
and others).

We calculate the value of PE per spectrum, PES, by performing the sum over all βi,
P

iPEi, for each Δτ. To obtain
PE for a specific spatial range, we determine the mean of all PES within that spatial range during the total
integration time, Ttotal. As an example, to obtain PE(λ) we calculate the mean values of PES within a specific
Δr for all values of LT and for all values of λ within each bin of latitude, Δλ, then we fit to the functional form

PE λð Þ ¼ Po exp � λ� λoð Þ2=w2
n o

; (2)

Because the magnetic field intensities are seldom above the noise level of the RPWS search coils, we
determine the wave magnetic intensity levels by evaluating the cold plasma index of refraction η(f,fc,fp)
[Stix, 1992, equation (34)], then we obtain B= ηE/c, where E is the observed electric field intensity
evaluated as just outlined. The values of PB and PBS are defined in a similar fashion as PE and PES. We have
performed the calculations for an assumed wave normal angle (between the wave vector and the ambient
magnetic field) of ψ = 85° and ψ =5° and found very similar results. We display only the results for ψ =85°.
The average index of refraction of the Z mode within a time step, calculated from cold plasma theory,
ranged from ~0< ηavg≲ 1.4.

4. Models and Data Constraints

The Z3 zonal harmonic model [Acuña et al., 1983] has been used for the Saturn magnetic field. Since the

upper hybrid resonance, f uh ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2p þ f 2c

q
, where fp is the local plasma density, is not observed in the low-

density regions where we expect Z mode, we have used density obtained from the Langmuir Probe (LP)
onboard Cassini [Wahlund et al., 2005]. The floating potential of the LP is used as a proxy to evaluate the
electron number density in a tenuous plasma (<5 cm�3) [cf. Morooka et al., 2009]. These densities are
tabulated in time and are interpolated for this study. However, there are gaps in this data set, where the
spacecraft potential is not well known or the density is too high, at which times we interpolate values of
the Saturn plasma density using the model of Persoon et al. [2013] for Saturn’s inner magnetosphere. At
high-latitude regions, where no Langmuir Probe data are available and outside the range of the density
model, we assume the plasma density, ne≪ 1 cm

�3, and the index of refraction, η= 1.

The spectral density values were obtained at Saturn from the radio and plasma wave science (RPWS)
instrument [Gurnett et al., 2004], using only the middle-frequency receiver (24 Hz–12 kHz) and high-
frequency receiver (HFR) (3.5 kHz–16MHz). There are three approximately orthogonal electric antennas
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(10m) and three orthogonal search coils for magnetic measurements. To avoid background noise we set a
minimum electric power spectral density> 10�16 V2/(m2Hz).

5. Data Sampling Times and Locations

The data for the Saturn survey were obtained over approximately 7.5 years from 15 January 2005 to 8 July 2013.
In Figure 3 we display plots of the segments of orbits projected onto the equatorial (x-y) plane and the ρ-z plane
where Z-mode emission was observed. As expected [cf. Ye et al., 2010] Z mode is observed relatively close to
Saturn. Sampling of the region near local noon and afternoon was not complete for the low-perigee orbits,
especially those sampling the region inside the Enceladus torus, so no definitive statements can be made
about the occurrence of Z mode in this region.

6. Saturn Intensity Surveys

In Figure 4 we display the number of spectra and the average electric intensity per spatial bin in the r-LT plane
and summed over all latitudes in the range 0< |λ|< 80°. These bins are mapped to the equatorial plane. For
these plots we have used ΔLT = 1 h and Δr= 1 Rs. While there is reasonable sampling from ~18 h< LT< 10 h
(counterclockwise), there is a lack of data sampling at small r for ~12 h< LT≲ 20 h. Cassini orbits intercepted
this region, but they did not do so for r< 4 Rs. In Figure 4a we display the number of spectra of Zmode within
each bin during the total survey time, Ttotal. In Figure 4b we display the average Z-mode intensity by
averaging all the values of PES in each spatial bin for the complete survey time. We see relatively high-
intensity levels at smaller radial distances for 22 h< LT< 3 h and also for 7 h< LT≲ 11 h. In Figure 5 we
also bin the data in the r-λ or meridian plane. In Figure 5a we show the number of Z-mode spectra
observed in each spatial bin during Ttotal. In Figure 5b we display the Z-mode intensity by averaging the
electric intensity within each r-λ bin at all LTs. For this plot we let Δλ=5° for λ ≤ 10° and Δλ= 10° for λ> 10°.
We see that relatively large intensities are observed for smaller r and λ≲ 40°. The magnetic intensities (nT2)
show a very similar distribution as displayed by the electric intensities in Figures 4 and 5 and are not shown.

Figure 3. Plots of the orbit segments at times when Cassini RPWS observed Zmode projected onto (a) the equatorial (x-y)
plane and (b) the ρ-z plane.
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7. Fitting the Data

We next greatly expand the bin size and construct fits of average Z-mode intensity using equation (1). For a
range of r we obtain the average of PE and PB for all spectra within a spatial bin that includes all local times
and |λ|< 80°. Figures 6a and 6b show the results centered at two ranges of r, with Δr= 1 Rs, while Figure 6c
shows the results averaged over the full range of r, 2 Rs< r< 7 Rs. The values of the fitting parameters are
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listed on each plot. These results are for a wave normal angle of ψ = 85° but are quite similar for ψ = 5°. The
error bars are determined from the variance of points within the bins, and because of the semilog plot
only half of the bar is depicted. Figures 6d–6f show the results for the magnetic intensity. The number of
points within each bin is shown in parentheses on Figures 6a–6c.

For each panel of Figure 6 we see a similar morphology, with a peak near β ~1 and a reasonable fit to a
Gaussian, but the intensity levels drop rapidly with r. The peak electric intensity, PoE,B ranges from
2.5 × 10�8 V2/m2 (r=2.5 Rs) down to 1.0 × 10�9 V2/m2 (r= 5.5 Rs), while the magnetic intensity varies from
2.5 × 10�7 nT2 (r=2.5 Rs) down to 1.2 × 10�8 nT2 (r= 5.5 Rs).

In Figure 7, for two functional forms, we display a least squares fit to the intensity, integrated over frequency,
with respect to r. For these fits we have separately averaged PES and PBS for all LTs and λ for each radial bin. For
integer exponents the data can be fit to a sum of polynomials with dominant term r�3, as seen in Figure 7a,
while for non integer exponent, the intensity is fit to r�5.0 in Figure 7b. The actual points are the “plus”
symbols with the number of points given next to the symbol in parentheses (Figure 7a). The same plots
for the magnetic field intensity are shown in Figures 7c and 7d, which show a similar but somewhat
steeper radial profile.

Next we examine the latitudinal distribution of Z-mode intensity using equation (2). We average the spectral
power over a spatial bin that includes all radial distances and all local times and successive bins in |λ|. In other
words the latitude bins in both hemispheres (north and south) are averaged together. The bin size is Δλ= 5°
for λ< 10° and Δλ=10° for λ> 10°. The results are displayed in Figure 8, which shows an increase in intensity
from the equator until λ=25°, where PoE=3.874×10

�8 V2/m2 (Figure 8a) and PoB=4.25×10
�7 nT2 (Figure 8b).

After this latitude there is a rapid decrease in intensity. The number of points within each latitude bin is
shown in parentheses of Figure 8a. The larger numbers of points for bins for λ ≥ 40° is due to the slower
spacecraft velocity and larger bin size at larger radial distances. We also conduct the binning in latitude
by limiting the radial distance to r< 4 Rs to avoid the region within the dense Enceladus torus. These results
are shown for the electric and magnetic intensities in Figures 8b and 8d, respectively, and are similar to
those of Figures 8a and 8b, but in all cases the least squares analysis indicates that a Gaussian does not fit
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the data well. We therefore fit the points for r< 4 Rs and λ ≤ 25° to a parabola (I= a1 λ
2 + a2 λ+ a3) as shown in

Figures 9a and 9b for the electric andmagnetic Z-mode intensities, respectively. The fitting parameters for these
functional fits are listed on the plots, with λ measured in degrees.

8. Summary and Conclusions

Z-mode emission is believed to be important in the diffusive scattering and resonant acceleration of electrons.
At Saturn, Z-mode emission is observed primarily as 5 kHz narrowband (NB) emission [cf. Ye et al., 2010]. The
higher-frequency NB emissions (20 kHz NB) probably contain a component of Z mode but are also frequently
(and perhaps dominantly) O mode. We have presented a survey of the intensity of the 5 kHz Z-mode NB
emission in the Saturn magnetosphere as a function of frequency, r, λ, and LT. Z-mode emission is observed
predominately in the low-density region inside (near to Saturn) the inner edge of the Enceladus plasma torus
at lower latitudes and at higher latitudes extending to about 7 Rs where fc/fp> 1. This region of the Saturn
magnetosphere has not been completely sampled by the Cassini spacecraft to date, particularly near the
range of 12h≲ LT≲ 18h. We have adequate sampling, however, to indicate that Z mode is often observed at
electric spectral density levels that are comparable to chorus emission, while the magnetic intensity levels of
Z mode are probably more than 2 orders of magnitude lower than chorus [cf. Hospodarsky et al., 2012;
Menietti et al., 2014]. To estimate an emission occurrence rate we define the sampling time of Z-mode
emissions as the time the spacecraft spent in regions where Z-mode emission can propagate. This, as
discussed above, is the general region inside the Enceladus plasma density torus where fp/fc< 1 and
fz< f< fuhr. The total number of hours sampled on approximately 40 distinct passes is estimated to be ~352,
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Figure 7. Least squares fit to the average Z-mode intensity, integrated over frequency, with respect to r as described in the text. (a) For integer exponents the electric
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while the total hours of observed Z-mode emission in the frequency range ~3 kHz< f<~8kHz are 171.7h,
which is a ratio of 0.487. We note that the sampling time is much smaller than the total time of data
analyzed, which is thousands of hours.

We have computed least squares parametric fits of the Z-mode intensity levels as a function of the above-
mentioned parameters, which will be useful in modeling the wave-particle interactions and consequent
electron acceleration. The Z-mode intensity is strongest at radial distances nearest to Saturn and at a
latitude near 25°. We have investigated the frequency range ~3 KHz to ~8 kHz and found that the
maximum intensity is quite near 5 kHz. The radial profile of the intensity shows a moderate increase from
the equator to ~25° followed by a steep decline. This implies a source region that may be confined to the
inner edge of the Enceladus torus as shown in the diagram (Figure 10). In this figure we show the Cassini
trajectory on day 167/20:00 to 168/16:00 of 2008. The hours of day are shown along the satellite path. On
this orbit Cassini RPWS observed moderate (brown hashing) to intense (green hashing) Z mode at periods
along the trajectory. The Z-mode observations for this time period are those discussed by Ye et al. [2010]
(their Figure 10) and Gu et al. [2013] (their Figure 1) and are among the most intense observed in the
survey. Overplotted on Figure 10 are the electron density contours [Persoon et al., 2013] for the Enceladus
torus. Note that the most intense Z mode is observed above the equator near the inner edge of the torus.
Measurements of the wave normal angle are not possible using the Cassini waveform receiver (with two
electric and three magnetic antennas), because the frequency range of the instrument extends only to
~2.5 kHz. It is conceivable, based on Figure 10, that Z-mode source regions located near the inner edge of
the Enceladus torus could be observed by Cassini for a range of wave normal angles 90°<ψ< 180°. Using
RPWS two-antenna direction finding analysis tools (cf. Ye et al. [2010] for details of this technique), we
have determined that the source region of the Z mode observed in the time intervals 03:00 to 04:00 is in
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the direction of the Enceladus torus (indicated by the arrows and red hashing in Figure 10). It must be
remembered, however, that the emission is trapped plasma waves and is therefore probably subject to
strong refraction near the source region.

The survey indicates that the strongest
Z-mode intensities occur at the smallest
sampled radial distances, r< 3 Rs, and at
latitudes off the equatorial plane. This
region overlaps the Saturn G-ring, which
is between about 2.75 Rs and 2.9 and
not the E-ring where the observations of
dust particles associated with Enceladus
have been reported [cf. Kurth et al., 2006;
Wahlund et al., 2009;Morooka et al., 2011].

The source mechanism for generating
the 5 kHz emission is not yet known and
should be pursued. The intensity of the
Z-mode emission suggests an instability.
The possibility of eigenmode trapping
in density enhancements in Saturn’s
inner magnetosphere in regions of
fp/fc< 1 [cf Yoon et al., 2000; Menietti
et al., 2007] seems to be precluded by
the absence of fine structure in the data,
and the consistency of emission cen-
tered very near 5 kHz. We conclude that
Z-mode wave-particle interactions may
make a significant contribution to elec-
tron acceleration in the inner magneto-
sphere of Saturn accelerating electrons
up to MeV energies, thus supplementing
chorus-generated acceleration at larger L
shells [Menietti et al., 2014]. At present
observations suggest that chorus waves
at Saturn are weak compared to those
at Jupiter and Earth, and while chorus
has been shown to be very important
for the formation of the radiation belts
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at Earth [Horne et al., 2005; Shprits et al., 2006] and Jupiter [Horne et al., 2008; Woodfield et al., 2013, 2014], it
seems unlikely that they are responsible for the formation of the radiation belts at Saturn [Shprits et al.,
2012]. However, Z-mode waves appear to be strong and can resonate with electrons at MeV energy values
[Gu et al., 2013]. They could therefore provide an important source of electron acceleration contributing to
the radiation belts at Saturn. Their effectiveness has yet to be established. The future trajectories of the
Cassini spacecraft during the F-ring Orbits Mission will be an excellent opportunity to comprehensively observe
Z-mode emission in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn, inside the orbit of Enceladus.
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